Assign Library of Congress subject headings to the following topics:

1. **Flora and fauna of Alaska**

   Botany -- Alaska
   Animals – Alaska
   Alaska -- Guidebooks

2. **A history of Kentucky during the Civil War**

   Kentucky – History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

3. **An encyclopedia of engineering**

   Engineering - Encyclopedias

4. **A bibliography of Ohio imprints**

   Imprints (publications) – Ohio -- Bibliography

5. **A gardener's handbook of diseases of flowers**

   Flowers – Plant diseases – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
   Flower gardening – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
   Gardening – Handbooks, manuals, etc.

6. **Macroeconomic policy in Great Britain, 1974-1987**

   Macroeconomics
   Great Britain – History – 20th century

7. **Social conditions in Japan after World War II**

   Social history – Japan -- 1945-
8. **Seances: A Book of Spiritual Communications**

Seances
Channeling (Spiritualism)

9. **An atlas of the moon**

Moon - Atlases

10. **Dual language instruction in Texas public schools**

Bilingual education – Public schools -- Texas

11. **Statistical methods used in the social sciences**

Social sciences -- Statistical methods
Social sciences -- Statistics

12. **Southwestern cooking in the United States**

Cookery, American -- Southwestern style
Cookery – Southwestern style – United States

13. **Nursing education**

Nursing -- Education
Nursing

14. **A travel guide to Florida**

Hotels -- Florida -- Guidebooks
Florida – Guidebooks

15. **A collection of fairy tales**

Fairy tales – Collections
Folklore -- Collections
16. American restaurants then and now

Restaurants – United States -- History
Fast food restaurants – United States -- History
Chain restaurants – United States -- History

17. History of library education

Library Education – History

18. Magnetism of the earth

Earth -- Magnetism
Geomagnetism

19. Cataloging and classification of books in libraries

Cataloging – Books -- Libraries
Classification – Books -- Libraries
Cataloging & classification quarterly

20. Landscaping for homes

Landscape Gardening
Landscaping Industry